Teach For Japan has been selected as one of the official charity recipient programs for the Tokyo Marathon 2020!

There are two ways— Run the marathon as a charity runner or Donate With your application and your donation, we all can support our society and help children have an excellent education.
Your corporation in the Tokyo Marathon 2020 Charity Project would be highly appreciated!!

Application schedule

1. Personal charity: Donate ¥100,000 or more as an individual runner       7/2 - 7/8
2. Crowdfunding: Raise donation more than total ¥100,000 in total              7/22 - 9/13
3. Active charity: Donate ¥200,000 or more as an individual runner       Currently accepting inquiries!
4. Donate only: Become a supporter                                                                  7/22 - 9/13
※ Please contact us directly for Active charity applications only. We have priority to ensure your participation!
Others are applied from the Tokyo Marathon 2020 Charity Official Website.

How to Apply

① Select a charity recipient program and apply       ② Select an application method from the above 4 ways
③ Perform participation procedures        ④ 2/27 -2/29 Runner Reception at "Tokyo Marathon EXPO 2020"
⑤ 3/1  The day of Tokyo Marathon 2020!
※ In addition to donations, domestic (Japanese) ¥16,200 or Overseas (English)¥18,200 participation fee (tax included) will be charged.

<CONTACT>
Teach For Japan MAIL: info@teachforjapan.org TEL: 03-6435-8031